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he U.S. disengagement in Afghanistan after the erstwhile Soviet Union’s disintegration was
a blunder on the part of the U.S. establishment. Hillary Clinton herself once admitted that,
the way U.S. detached itself from the region was a mistake and Pakistan suffered out of that
mistake.

T

The impact of the September 11, 2001 incident upon the U.S. and its allies seem less as compare to
Muslim community in the world and especially Pakistan affected most adversely than any other
country in the world. Barak Obama took over in January 2009 and consciously started bridging the
gap between ideology and humanity by constructing good relations with the Muslim World. He did
well by visiting Riyadh and delivered speech in Cairo in June 2009. His conscious effort should be
appreciated.
The eyebrows rise when the U.S. president sent 30000 more troops to Afghanistan for supporting
the war against terrorism. Therefore such dual policies may hamper the way of the U.S.-Muslim
engagement initiative (USMI). The question is why the U.S. is obliged for adopting a dual policy
against Muslims. It is very interesting that the U.S. is very much interested in having good relations
with the Muslim world but it remain immature owing to the intervention of other external forces.
These forces are controlling the economy of the U.S. for last sixty years. It is said that the last
president of the U.S. was John F. Kennedy and after him all the president were from the
establishment that had been dependent upon the Jewish lobby in the U.S.2
On the Jewish Lobby
The Jewish lobby3 expanded itself quickly in the U.S. after the assassination of 35 th U.S. president
John F. Kennedy in 1960s. It controls the economic, political, and social fabrics of the society.
2

Watch the documentary Jones. A. (2009). The Obama Deception.

3

Jewish lobby is an extremist group among Jews; it does not mean that all Jews belong to Jewish lobby as all Muslims
are not radicals or extremists. Any act of a Jewish lobby cannot be considered an act of the Jews or America. Here
whenever we talk about Jews’ influence it means influence of Jewish lobby. It is consisted of few self seeking people
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Therefore, its control rampage the image of the U.S. people in the world. There is no rift or conflict
between the U.S. and the Muslim community in the world. The rift between the U.S. and Muslim
community started after the Arab-Israel war in 1967. The U.S. supported the Israel’s stance for
creating a state in the land of Palestine. Muslims believed that the U.S. as a superpower could settle
the conflict objectively but handled it subjectively. All the incidents after the Arab-Israel conflict in
1967 the U.S. supported Israel. It (U.S.) paved the way for conciliation between Egyptian
government and Israel with Camp David accord in 1978. Muhammad Anwar al-Sadat, President of
the Arab Republic of Egypt, and Menachem Begin, Prime Minister of Israel, did that accord in a
meeting with the U.S. president Jimmy Carter in 1978. The Muslim community and the U.S.
became at the cross roads.
The U.S. supported India after the 1974 nuclear detonation but punished Pakistan for announcing
making of nuclear bomb by imposing Glenn and Symington amendments in 1970s and Pressler
amendment in 1980s. It was a selective attitude that showed the whole Muslim community that the
U.S. was with the non-Muslims.
In 1979, Russia invaded in Afghanistan and the U.S. fought a proxy war in Afghanistan with the
assistance of Pakistan and kept Russians engaged in an elongated war for almost ten years. It
depleted the economy of the Russians at home and demoralized the Russian army in Afghanistan
who had become fed up of this unfruitful war. After the Russian withdrawal from Afghanistan in
1988 under the Geneva accord, the U.S. remained successful in defeating the erstwhile Soviet Union
and demoralized the same at international level. Consequently, it disintegrated in December 1991.
Ultimately the U.S. emerged as the sole superpower in the world. The U.S. kept Russians in war
conditions owing to the assistance they got from Jewish money, therefore, after the disintegration
the U.S. started aggrandizement for seeking petro dollar and controlling the oil price in the world.
First the U.S. entered in the Gulf in the instance of Kuwait for defending it against Iraqi aggression
in 1992. It (U.S.) pushed back Iraq and stayed in the Gulf yet. It remained in the Gulf to date.
In 1994, Afghan Mujahedeen emerged as a power in Afghanistan and got control over Kabul.
Initially the U.S. did not intervene in Afghanistan. In 1998, India detonated its nuclear device
compelled Pakistan to follow suit. It really jolted the world politics. Pakistan became nuclear was a
bolt from the blue for the Western world. Pakistan faced economic sanctions unilaterally from the
West and the U.S. allies. India remained under short time economic sanctions. Therefore, the new
nuclear drama changed the world politics. The West started thinking of the proliferation of the
nuclear technology to other Muslim countries. It was another source of discontent between the U.S.
and the Muslim World. Again it was not a conflict directly between the U.S. and the Muslim world.
It was between the Jewish dictated U.S. establishment and the Muslim World. The Jewish lobby
was afraid of proliferation of the nuclear facility to the Muslim World by Pakistan especially to Iran.
Since, Israel has bitter relations with Iran and with whole Muslim world except Egypt. It used the
U.S. for its purposes. The U.S. economy is directly controlled by the Multinational Corporations
(MNCs). Most of the MNCs in the world are run by Jews. Thus in the U.S. no one can win elections
without the help of Jews. Hence, senators are obliged to assist them in world politics.

who are against peace in the world and such group of people is found in every part of the world and in every ideology
of the world.
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America facing Neocolonialism
America is facing the worst ever neocolonialism today. She is under the thumb of a very small
Jewish lobby that holds the strings of American government through its (MNCs) that have
transformed into multinational governments (MNGs), with their own agenda and constitution based
on profit maximization and self-aggrandizement, assisted by international financial institutions
(IFIs)- World Bank (WB) and International Monetary Fund (IMF).
America is directly under the influence of those MNGs run mostly by Jewish lobby not Jews. In
spite of being autocratic and authoritative but not democratic in true spirit, a so called sole super
power (America) is facing neocolonialism in the twenty first century. As we know that American
economy is mostly controlled by the MNGs. They dictate their terms and conditions for sustaining
American economy.
Pakistan: A front line State against Terrorism
After the 9/11 incident Pakistan was considered as the front line state against terrorism. It makes
Pakistan a new world for the West. It is very unfortunate the country (Pakistan) that was named as
the front line state against terrorism by the Western media, was blamed for abetting terrorism.
Pakistan has been supporting NATO forces in Afghanistan under all circumstances but the U.S.
keep demanding more efforts from Pakistan. The American administration used the words ‘do
more’ consistently, made the government of Pakistan annoyed. The Americans perceived Pakistan
as a failure state (politically, economically, and socially) on the one hand and demands do more in
war against terrorism on the other that is a dichotomy on the part of the U.S. administration itself.
The people of Pakistan started demanding ouster of the U.S. forces from Pakistan which were
hiding in Jacobabad, Sindh. The U.S. military bases are also present in other parts of Pakistan as in
Terbela the North of the Punjab. It is evident that the U.S. air strikes in Afghanistan are only
possible if they have any military bases in Pakistan. It is not only the U.S. that is showing disrespect
towards the U.N. charter but Pakistan is equally responsible for abetting war mongers for earning
dollars.
Interestingly today there are scores of research articles can be read that speak volumes about Jewish
influence in America. It is an oversimplification to say that Jews are abducting American political
system. A Jewish lobby seems active in such activity but that lobby surely not represents the whole
Jew community. As Muslims are blamed for any act of terrorism they never commit. There are few
fanatics in every ideology tend to be chauvinistic about itself. In fact, it is natural to find articles
against Jewish lobby as this lobby propagated against Muslims for terrorism through media that is
totally controlled and even owned by Jewish cartels.
Therefore, it is their fate that they are being defamed through western media not by Muslim media
even any Muslim scholar writes about them that is not taken seriously. Thus, Jewish lobby is under
fire by European and Western media.
Jews are also human beings and they can never think about killing, maiming and castrating innocent
people of the world. Matter of the fact is that in each and every ideology few people are fanatic and
egocentric that religious chauvinism propels them to go against disbelievers same happening among
few Muslims. They are in few numbers but owing to their destructive activities became popular in
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no time. It is evident that Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Sinicism, and all other
ideologies do not believe in violence it is a coward act of few fanatics come of any ideology.
Hence, it is the responsibility of the world media to show a real truth rather reported truth. It is a
wishful thinking to get rid of fanaticism, extremism, or terrorism but can be escaped from such
factors opting rational approaches. Hegelian and Marxian dialectic is an eternal truth so dichotomy
is natural it cannot be removed at all but one should aware of its harms to escape the same.
America is facing the worst ever neocolonialism of the history thanks to Jewish lobby policies. It is
categorically emphasized in this paper that Jews are not responsible for the acts of Jewish lobby as
American people are not responsible for the policies of its government. American government is
under the thumb of Jewish lobby and be dictated accordingly. Kevin MacDonald calls Jewish lobby
in America as American Judaism. According to him, Jews have some bizarre characteristics to
penetrate in any system of the globe. Those characteristics are their, ethnocentrism, wealth,
intelligence, organization, aggressiveness and psychological intensity.
“Jewish populations have had enormous effects on the societies in which they reside because of
several qualities that are central to Judaism as a group evolutionary strategy: First and foremost,
Jews are ethnocentric and able to cooperate in highly organized, cohesive, and effective groups.
Also important is high intelligence, including the usefulness of intelligence in attaining wealth,
prominence in the media, and eminence in the academic world and the legal
profession….psychological intensity and aggressiveness.”4
It has its control over American government owing to its control over media that is a real power in
this age of communication. All well known broadcasting corporations and TV channels are
controlled by Jews in America.
Mostly electronic media consist of television, radio, motion pictures and multimedia extension
including all internet services, with print media having newspapers, magazines, books, articulate a
single voice, each strengthen the other. Notwithstanding the appearance of variety, there is no real
draw back no alternative source of facts or ideas available to most of the people that might allow
them to form opinions at odds with those of the Jews controlled media.
Consequently, it articulates public opinion according to the given information and people cast their
vote in concurrence with it, and live their lives that suits the Jewish lobby. In America, deregulation
of the telecommunications industry has resulted, not increased competition, but rather in an
increased wave of commercial fusion that have produced a handful of multi-billion-dollar media
MNGs. In 2000 AOL and Time Warner were merged. Both were controlled and owned by Jews.
Before the fusion, “AOL was the largest Internet service provider in America, and it will now be
used as an online platform for the Jewish content from Time Warner.”5 Most of the employees in
the CNN and CBS are Jews, holding key posts and they paid by Jewish lobby to propagate Jewish
version of information in the world. Therefore, through media it becomes easier for the American
Judaism to work for its vital interests and making America undemocratic day by day.

4

MacDonald, K. Understanding Jewish Influence I, Background Traits For Jewish Activism, Retrieved on 30-12-05
from http://www.theoccidentalquarterly.com/vol3no2/km-understanding.html#_edn2#_edn2.
5
Who Rules America? By the Research Staff of National Vanguard Magazine, Retrieved on 30-12-05 from
http://www.stormfront.org/jewish/whorules.html.
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It is evident that America is highly undemocratic country in the world today. Look at some facts
about undemocratic features of the U.S., for instance American Supreme Court is composed of nine
unelected persons for life tenure. The most powerful upper chamber in the world, the U.S. senate is
again an undemocratic institution as it is represented on the basis of parity and two candidates come
of every state regardless to its size or population. A smallest state of United States where number of
voters are less in number has the same status that of the largest state.6 The House of Representative
is the only elected body in American political system but that has no powers.
Today, American role in world politics shows its real character of authoritarianism. It is again
owing to Jewish influence as it seems ridiculous that a country (America) claims for being a
democratic one supports a praetorian ruler in developing countries. Another pertinent example is
that U.S. uses its military troops for installing democracy in the undemocratic parts of the world.
For example in Afghanistan American forces intervened at the end of 2001 and in Iraq in 2003.
American government has the habit in using its power for achieving its own objectives that do not
belong to American people. American government assume power with the support of Jewish lobby,
for instance Hillary Clinton wife of former U.S. president had to retire the funds of Muslim
community on the threat of non cooperation from Jews during Senate elections in late 1990s.
American Jews support financially to the main political parties and then dictate their terms
according to their heart.
Today American political system is not as trustworthy as it used to be after the Second World War
in 1945. Fareed Zakaria is the editor of News week International and a political analyst in ABC
News, categorically explains about the flaws in American political system thanks to the
undemocratic role of political parties, call them “Potemkin organizations”7 use to “serve merely as
vessels to be filled with the public’s taste of moment-neoliberal, conservative, (democratic)
whatever”8 instead of playing their role as “selectors and adjudicators in the American electoral
process.”
It seems that American political and non political elite are overlapping and making system
undemocratic, oligarchic, and plutocratic. Besides that professional elite like lawyers are not taking
their responsibilities efficiently therefore, political system is totally dependent upon some
undemocratic wealth oriented and commercial forces that believe in extreme commercialism as
Benjamin R. Barber called it McWorld 9 a hub of MNCs. It may be called as multinational
governments (MNGs). These newly economically sound MNGs have their subjects, government,
sovereignty, and territory, and believe in a borderless world. Here are the facts that expose the
American dependency on Jewish lobby.
First, the MNGs are a real source of American autocracy in the world today they hold most of
American economic resources and dictating its terms at the cost of American glory. Now the
question is who is making America autocrat and authoritative? Is that really Americans? Answer is
simply no; they are from Jewish lobby that holds maximum economic resources of the world and
use those resources for its own objectives.
6

Zakaria, F. (2004). The Future of Freedom: Illiberal democracy at Home and Abroad. New York: W.W. Norton
Co., 22.
7
Ibid., 23.
8
Ibid.
9
Barber, B. R. (1996). Jihad Vs McWorld. New York: Ballantine Books Inc.
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Second, It is pity to say that America today is being used by that Jewish lobby and innocent
Americans are not only sacrificing their lives for nothing but also being disliked by most parts of the
world owing to their military interventions in different parts of the world in the name of democracy,
human rights, peace, and neoliberalism.
Third, Osama Bin Laden is a stunt prepared by the same lobby for entering in any part of the world
under the umbrella of American (NATO) forces. That gives them a license to kill innocent people in
the world. But American people are no more “Big Babies” as Michael Kinsley use to write them in
its New Republic columns. Enough is enough; American people are well aware of their traditional
glory and wish to join hand in hand for world peace.
Fourth, Idiosyncrasy is another factor that is also affecting American political system and making it
a colony of the turn coats. George Walker Bush is son of George Bush the former president of the
U.S. He inherited some traits from his father and intends to reach hot waters in the Middle East, as
the American vice president Dick Cheney accepted that Iraq’s oil resources are a big advantage for
us.10
Fifth, have-nots are being deprived so they are ready to throw their lives even in suicide bombing
for their rights. Any state that came in to existence on the basis of social contract respect the
autonomy, “freedom, and dignity of the individuals,” 11 but America seems guilty owing to his
interventions in Iraq and Afghanistan even American president George W. Bush himself admitted
that it was his wrong act. In Iraq no weapons of mass destruction could be found yet. Therefore,
American act can be considered as military aggrandizement for having smooth accession to hot
waters. It was again strongly supported by Israel as she forced American government to go for her
objectives.
Sixth, migration of dreams (the impact on the poor of television programmes emanating from
wealthier societies) and relative deprivation (the gap between what one gets and what one thinks
he/she should get)12 are also a source of demonstration against American forces as local people do
not like alien to rule over them. Although, Machiavelli is considered a villain in the American and
western politics yet American attempt to overcome Iraq shows that they are big admirer of
Machiavelli.
Peoples in Iraq and Afghanistan have a deep sense of deprivation that they have been destructed and
ruined by American forces so they will ruined them too. They consider American government guilty
not to Jewish lobby. The dreams of people shattered in the war against so called terrorism. Media
controlled by Jewish lobby has awakened the dreams of the worn torn countries through aggressive
marketing and gaudy advertisements. It causes migration of dreams among deprived and has made
them more aggressive and volatile against the forces resisting them to have a prosperous happy life
owing to the war against terrorism. That is a wild goose chase but going on for Jewish MNGs’
interest of profit maximization.

10

Zakaria, (2004). The Future of Freedom, 259.
Scruton, R. (2002). The Rest and the West: Globalization and the Terrorist Threat. Wilmington, Del.: ISI Books, 8.
12
Migration of dreams and relative deprivation are the terms used by Payne, R. J. and Nassar, J. R. (2003). Politics
and Cultures in the Developing World: The Impact of Globalization. New York: Priscilla McGeehon., 115.
11
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Seventh, Roger Scruton says, that “the difference between the West and the rest is that Western
societies are governed by politics; the rest are ruled by power.” 13 And that power is literally
employed by the West. This power is utilized through IFIs like WB and IMF. Last two presidents of
WB James Wolfensohn (1995-2005) and Paul Wolfowitz (since 2005) were Jews.
These IFIs dictate Jewish terms and conditions while give loans, aids and other such grants to any
country. Even it does not matter if these IFIs have no Jew president. As American Jewish MNGs
know that how they have to control their purse and whom they have to render aid or grant. All
activities of American Jewish lobby are considered truly American. Infact it is not at all. It is done
in the name of U.S., that was why America facing music.
Political, economic or social, in every domain one can easily find a list of Jews who are playing an
important role in American policy making infrastructure. Jews have been in the U.S. cabinet,
official administrators, senators, representatives, governors, mayors, ambassadors, economists,
sociologists, etc. since nineteenth century to date. Although they consists of one percent of
American population yet influence the rest of the world. That is where the shoe pinches to true
American people.
“Jewish voters make up only a tiny percent of the American electorate. But in the past, Jews have
been seen as providing a swing vote in certain key states that affect the outcome of the general
presidential election.”14
Even in minority, Jews have usually played active role in American politics since they are
politically and financially very sound. It is not only president George W. Bush who is obliged to
support Jewish lobby in the world today but president from republican have been more prone to
support Jews as traditionally Jewish lobby likes the democrats in power .
The so-called leadership in Pakistan is a sole supporter of the U.S strikes in Bajore, the South, and
North Wazirastan. The people in Pakistan are very much dissatisfied with the American
administration not with the U.S. peoples. Therefore, Pakistan is disheveled between the local people
and the U.S. administration that is dictating Pakistan and imposing decisions against the wish of the
Pakistani people. It is against the very nature of democracy. The champions of democracy, human
rights and free trade, the U.S., the U.K. and their allies are inflicting atrocities in the developing
world of Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
Pakistan is a country that has been ruled by interest groups in different phases of history and those
groups hardly ever respected the public opinion and kept country at the behest of the West for
sustaining their rule and family. Thus the rulers, who have never been sincere with the people of the
land how could they be true to the West? The West is facing complex situation in Pakistan
regarding support for war against terrorism. Kary-Lugar act 2009 is very much criticized by the
Pakistani media, opposition in the parliament, peoples in the streets but the government accepted
that bill just because of 1.5 billion dollars. The U.S. again showed disrespect to the masses in
Pakistan and granted the aid under the Kary-Lugar act to the ruling party for dictating it on its AfPak policy in the region.
13

Scruton, (2002). The Rest and the West, 7.
Samber, S. Do Bush and Gore need Jewish vote? Jewish Telegraphic Agency, Friday March 17, 2000. Retrieved on
22-11-05from http://www.jonathanpollard.org/2000/031300a.html.
14
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It has been an open secret that the West specifically the U.S. usually constructs relations with few
military generals, few T.V. Channels, few interest groups, and few families in Pakistan to assert
their decisions upon and ignore the Pakistani people in general. It does not mean that the West or
the U.S. should conduct relations with the people directly but it has to assist Pakistan for the welfare
of the people rather for the support of the few interest groups. Since, the West makes relations with
interest groups, the people keep on protesting against the policies of the government that shows
distrust on the government institutions. Consequently the West becomes confused in constructing
good relations with Pakistan. This confusion leads to entwined relationship between Pakistan and
the West.
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